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East Fan 52inch Three Blade Indoor Ceiling Fan

with light item EF52128

Coffee Finish with Remote Control

General Description

The ceiling fans with lights are the perfect combination of lights and ceiling fans, also the

perfect embodiment of classic and modern styles, home essential for its both decorative

and practicality.

This 52inch ceiling fan is suitable for room space around 15~22m2, widely used as living

room ceiling fans and bedroom ceiling fans etc.

It features a coffee finish, three quality plastic blades, and light fixture with white glass

lampshade, relies on a silicon steel motor with triple capacitor to provide powerful, quiet

circulation. It also features three fan speeds to run in summer to stay in cool for your

comfort. This ceiling fan and light is controlled by remote control.

Main parts included

52" Ceiling FAN, 153*18mm Motor, three quality plastic Blades, LED 12W, remote control

FEATURES
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◆52-inch single-light indoor ceiling fan with three quality plastic blades

◆153*18 mm silicon steel motor with triple capacitor for powerful and quiet air

circulation

◆Three fan speeds (high/medium/low)

◆Integrated light fixture with glass lampshade

◆Coffee finish, other finish such as black white, nickel, black can be available

◆Ideal for rooms up to 22㎡ with standard 2.3m ceilings

◆Adaptable to remote control or wall control

◆Limited time warranty on motor; two-year warranty on all other parts

Item No. EF52128

Blade Diameter 52”/1320mm

Blade Material Quality plastic

Primary Blade Finish Brown

Bulb(s) Included No

Motor Specification Silicon Steel Motor 153mm x 18mm

Capacitor Type Triple

Blade Pitch (in degrees) 12

Mount Type Ceiling fan kits

Down rod length 12.5cm/25cm

Overall Ceiling Fan light height 55cm

CFM (High) ≥5000

Watt (High) 65W

RPM (High) 200

Certificate CCC,CE,SAA

Indoor/Outdoor Indoor


